Data Provenance with Watermarks for Usage Control Monitors at Disaster Recovery
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Abstract—Security restrictions are often lifted for faster disaster recovery. This grants access to external services for providing at least basic infrastructure operation, but puts data at risk. Usage control monitors are supposed to avoid data abuse by watching every movement, yet they appear unfit for a fast roll out and prone to low-level attacks and steganographic tunneling. We propose supplementing monitors with watermarkers and also sketch out an algorithm for it to integrate provenance information into data itself. So, an auditor can inspect such watermarks, query involved monitors, and tell a legitimate from an illegitimate usage more easily.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The United Nations predict for 2050 that the concentration of the world’s population living in cities will increase from 50% to 70% [1]. ICT infrastructures, which urban people greatly depend on, can be disturbed by crime, terrorism, or disaster. Hence, protection standards and guidelines demand deployment of redundant and security certified systems and even take external services into consideration as long as they are certified and trusted well enough. Yet, this requirement only holds as long as expected threats become reality.

A system should be resilient, which is being able to handle even unexpected disasters, stay in an equilibrium and eventually recover. The ability to fast integrate external services heightens flexibility and resilience, and many IT techniques, e.g., cloud computing and service-oriented architectures (SOA), support this. Yet, integration might still be denied due to security concerns, e.g., the Japanese SINET denied integration of commercial services during the 2011 Tohoku earthquake1 due to security reasons.

Monitoring is considered a key aspect for ensuring data compliance [3] and could also facilitate secure integrating of external services by logging, checking, and even mediating every data access and usage. This eases abuse investigations and therefore makes committing crimes less attractive and less likely. Yet, a presumption for a successful tracking and enforcement is sensing all relevant events and data flows of ICT infrastructures.

As a contribution:

- We surveyed selected usage control monitors in Section II for resilience fitness and identified neglect of lower levels and backtracking as a commonality.
- We construct two attacker models in Section III: an insider attacking from low level, and an outsider remotely injecting an exploit carrying a steganographic engine to tunnel data through a network covertly.
- We propose an algorithm idea in Section IV for enhancing monitors with a watermarking component that inserts data provenance information for backtracking leaked data – even if the data was tunneled.

II. SELECTED MONITORING PROPOSALS

Enforcing data policies and data protection laws is based on monitoring data transfers, keeping logs of the relevant information, and, in case of a violation, take appropriate action. Here, we briefly examine a few usage control monitoring approaches that use ad hoc monitoring and interception and also some that audit events ex post.

A. Centralized Rewriting Monitoring

The following monitors are usually centrally controlled and apply re-writing mechanisms. A common analog to those monitors are firewalls: Both examine, rewrite requests and keep logs about events and its data.

The Metric First-Order Temporal Logic based distributed systems monitor by Basin et al. [5] is a system extension for logging events and checking policy violations with temporal logic specifications. The focus is on distributed systems, where merging and ordering log events is an intractable problem. They accomplish specification of several basic

1 At the Tohoku 2011 earthquake, also referred to as the Great East Japan Earthquake of March 11, 2011, several private telecommunication infrastructures broke down, but the Japanese science information network (SINET) remained available, even in Sendai [2]. Those intact ICT infrastructures could have supported the damaged ones, yet they were kept isolated due to IT security concerns.

2 Data provenance – sometimes called "lineage" or "pedigree" – is the description of the origins of a piece of data and the process by which it arrived in a database" [4].
rules and also an implementation of a satisfyingly fast monitor, but also admit that policy checking correctness relies on complete monitoring of events, which they could not reach but plan to compensate with future audit techniques that tolerate incomplete logs. Hence, their approach greatly heightens data compliance for a trusted and established system, but seems not to consider backtracking data that moved covertly.

MASTER by EU’s Seventh Framework Programme (FP7) [6] aims at achieving compliance for integrating external services into SOA and addresses new challenges like distributed ownership and cross domain operations. They outline a methodology and high-level architecture including a monitoring infrastructure for observing key indicators, and reaction components for auto enforcement and audits by human users in case automated policies are in doubt.

The “Providence” framework by Khazankin and Dustdar [7] intercepts messages and searches in those for sensitive data. It assumes that all existing sensitive data is being registered in the monitors database.

The model-driven event monitoring rules automation proposal by Giblin et al. [3] is for “monitoring of application events to determine whether business processes and applications operate within the parameters set forth in formal compliance policies.” They utilize event reporting functionalities of IBM applications as sensors and evaluate with model-driven, auto-generated monitor policies. It’s main strength is the automatic roll out of policy rules onto new monitors.

The obligation monitor prototype by Hilty et al. [8] proposes monitors especially also on the consumer side. Unfortunately, user side signaling might be unreliable and not reach the provider. Queueing signals is a proposed solution for this problem.

The SMTP Proxy by Takehayaishi et al. [9] is a monitor that is installed between email clients and servers for maximum compatibility. Its goal is to avoid mistakes when sending email data, which according to them happen most often “during the lunch break and at the end of the working day”. Beneficial for a disaster application, they even consider malicious information disclosure and the use of text recognition to handle document citations or slight text modifications.

B. Ex Post Usage Control with Watermarks

The cited approaches watermark data with data provenance information, but do not apply rewriting mechanisms. So, unintended usage is possible, but auditors can investigate on data provenance information at a later point in time and then take action accordingly.

The watermarking tests for the European Broadcasting Union (EBU) by Cheveau et al. [10] evaluated four commercial-grade watermarkers for backtracking leaked multimedia data. Their aim is to secretly embed intellectual rights and broadcasting information into data payload. One requirement was cascading at least three watermarks, i.e., a watermarker must be able to add a watermark into already watermarked data without destroying existing watermarks. As their approach uses watermarks for storing data provenance information, it seems fit for disasters that destroy logs, but their approach is basically designed for data distribution over merely three nodes, producer, distributor, and end consumer, and assumes a fixed hierarchy of these, which simplifies key management.

DETECTIVE by Wohlgenau et al. [11] is deriving data provenance by watermarks and checking obligations for validating usage control ex post. As it uses watermarks, logs are not necessary either, and unauthorized data disclosure are backtraceable even if data is moved secretly to somewhere else. DETECTIVE provides higher cryptographic protocols that require data owners to participate. This approach seems useful for exchanging sensitive data between cooperating services, but requires a direct integration into a service for taking part in the cryptographic protocol and can only backtrack participant wise but not finer.

C. Monitoring Supplements

The cited contributions convey some beneficial features for monitoring systems.

BBox by R. Accorsi [12] is a “digital black box to provide for authentic archiving in distributed systems” and is supporting compliance audits with reliable logs. It cryptographically secures log message storage and transmission between sources, collector, and auditors and furthermore even is able to disclose records to auditors selectively. Even though BBox’s understood limit is “check[ing] the veracity of the [logged] events”, whether log statements are factually true, BBox explicitly demands trusted computing and can guarantee the log authenticity as only cryptographically authenticated devices can submit log messages for supporting ex post auditors.

“Usage Control Enforcement” by Pretscher et al. [13] points out that “most current control mechanisms [...] are concerned with DRM of multimedia data[,] are implemented in software and located at the application layer.” Within the survey, the High Bandwidth Digital Content Protection (HDCP) stood out as being able to degrade data quality for unauthorized use, which seems to make acceptance and integration easier.

D. Summary

Those monitors offer sophisticated data usage policy modeling and checking techniques, yet they are dependent onto the extend of their logging mechanisms. They can only

3Their SMTP proxy matches text structure patterns as a hashing could be tricked too easily by doing modifications or citations.
detect what they were specified for, yet steganography^4 continually finds new ways into covert channels and therefore trick existing monitors, demonstrating their limitations.

Low-Level attacks are often neglected even though they are generally applicable and subversive. For example, an operating system driver can provide monitors with fake data or steal data. As most monitors are located at the application layer, an attacker merely needs to exploit an application library or its operating system kernel. Only one paper out of the above examined ones (BBox [12]) explicitly mentions that threat and demanded a hardened or trusted platform. Although these can not avoid low-level attacks, they lower its probability. Thus monitoring concepts are urged to take subverted entities into account.

Most monitoring concepts lack backtracking features. If data is found somewhere it is not supposed to be, it will be hard to tell where it came from as all instances of some data are identically to each other. Watermarking approaches generate many different versions of a data package, making approximate backtracking possible.

III. UNDERMINING MONITORING

Current literature often fails to take low-level attacks and steganographic tunneling into consideration. We outline two attacker models using these (as visualized in Figure 1) and briefly show why tunneling is generally undetectable.

1. Exploitation
2. Steganographic Download
3. Operating System
4. Cloud Virtualization
5. Hardware

Figure 1. Insider and Outsider Attacker Model.

A. Insider Attacker Model

An inside attacker can easily commit manipulations as he or she usually has full access to all implementation levels: from the application level down to the physical level.

First, he or she would install an abstraction layer directly under the lowest monitored layer. As most monitors run on the application level, root access to the operating system kernel is sufficient for getting undetectable access. In case a monitor is on the operating system level, an attacker can let the system run on an (universally applicable) hypervisor^5, and in case all software is monitored, he or she can directly tamper with hardware to get data access.

Second, the attacker can scan all IO transactions and memory contents for relevant data.

Finally, he or she can download data and carry it away in removable mass storage devices, e.g., USB flash drives.

B. Outsider Attacker Model

An outside attacker can send in a remote exploit for a low-level system including an engine for setting up a steganographic tunnel. Such tunnels usually offer only a few percent of bandwidth, but even a 2.5 kbps steganography tunnel over VoIP [16] is enough to steal a large amount of data^6, and even high-bandwidth is achievable in combination with encryption as seen with the anti-censorship proof of concept Telex from Wustrow et. al [17] that can transfer data covertly with an average overhead of only 60%. It is a newly proposed combination for tricking monitors. It sends out steganographically enhanced Transport Layer Security (TLS) segments and encrypts payload also with TLS to innocent looking destinations that are eventually rerouted to the destination that is given in the initial steganographically hidden commands. This attacker model is even possible with a 100% loyal and honest service provider and is especially likely during disasters where security models are lifted or loosened, enlarging attack surface.

C. General Undetectability of Steganographic Tunnels

Steganographers continually find new ways of tunneling data as monitors can only detect and disturb known steganographic techniques [18] [19], but a general detection stays an unsolvable Entscheidungsproblem [20] as Rice’s theorem [21] says that, “Any nontrivial semantic property of programs is undecidable.” [22]. To conform to this theorem:

- The “semantic property” of containing steganographic data has to be expressed as a class of languages, in our case “the languages (for packages) that contain a steganographic payload”,

\[ S_{\text{Payloaded}} = \{ L \mid L \text{ uses a steganographic payload} \} \]

^A hypervisor is an optional virtualization layer between an operating system (OS) and hardware and is usually used for running several OSes on one machine simultaneously. It can be installed even on the fly and is hardly noticeable for upper levels as it can manipulate system calls accordingly.

^Rutkowski publicized a proof of concept malware hypervisor as “Blue Pill” [14] [15].

^That is enough bandwidth for secret documents, e.g., the “Afghan War Diary” compromises about 90,000 secret military documents and fits only 75 MB, which could be transferred within less than three days.
• The "non-trivial" requirement has to be fulfilled and can be seen as some Turing recognizable languages are a member of $S_{payloaded}$ and some are not, i.e., $\{M \mid L(M) \in S_{payloaded}\} \neq \emptyset \neq \{M \mid S \setminus S_{payloaded}\}$.

• "Program" has to be interpreted as data traffic passing by the monitor.

Thus, monitors can never specify a general detection of steganographic tunnels and must be considered leaky. Hopper et al. [23] even constructed a provably secure steganographic protocol.

IV. WATERMARKING MONITORS

Some monitors have already reached an advanced policy checking level. But since they usually have no access to data provenance information, they cannot backtrack data. So, we want to compensate their leakage by providing data together with provenance information, which is technically possible by embedding logs in watermarks of passing by documents as seen in Figure 2.

In case a checksum is even backed by a digital signature, a monitor can't recompute it without its secret key. One obvious way is to provide the monitors with all secret keys so that they can replace the invalidated signatures with valid ones. But having monitors with access to so many secret keys would violate many security policies, as a secret key is usually supposed to be known to as few as possible.

Another way is logging all changes and offering a signature checking service, i.e., whenever a client faces an invalid signature, it can query the monitors to find out whether a watermark was the only alteration. But this is problematic too:

• Centrally stored data can be compromised or become unavailable.

• An interactive service would raise data privacy issues about tracking request behavior, e.g., "who queries when, where, and for what signature".

• And all affected applications would have to be updated for generating queries.

A more practical way might be attaching monitor signatures that certify monitor changes. Someone would still have to implement extensions to enable applications to cope with those extra signatures. But such checks could be carried out independently and repeatedly, making it more failsafe against attacks and faults.

Attaching monitor signatures seems to be a good choice among those three mentioned ones because of its decentralization robustness.

C. Auditing

An auditor can derive data provenance information by inspecting watermarks and querying its creators.

The two types of watermarks used in this system can be seen in Figure 3:

• public watermarks are readable for everybody and reveal pseudonymous references to monitors that inserted further watermarks into it. These watermarks are supposed to be write protected to avoid covering up tracks.

• secret watermarks are read- and writeable and contain data provenance information. These are only accessible for watermark creators, knowing the secret key.
First, an auditor reads the public watermarks and contacts its creators. Then, he or she consult these with the document for receiving embed information (as seen as in Figure 4). Some replies might be wrong as monitors or watermarks might have been compromised, so an auditor should consider setting up some probability model. Finally, the auditor derives data provenance from received, trustful information fragments.

Figure 4. Auditor Queries.

D. Algorithm

A possible algorithm for a watermarker is sketched out:

1) Receive data packet.
2) Validate the legitimacy of the data packet:
   a) Run usual monitoring policy checks.
   b) If necessary request data provenance info:
      i) Extract all monitoring IDs from a data packet’s publicly readable watermarks.
      ii) Query watermark creators directly for data provenance information.
   c) Reevaluate, and in case escalate to a human.
3) Extract meta information from the packet, e.g., origin and destination.
4) Watermark the data package:
   a) Verify checksums and digital signatures.
   b) Watermark data with the own ID publicly visible.
   c) Watermark data with the above’s meta information with a secret key.
   d) Replace invalidated checksums with correct ones.
   e) Attach a digitally signature and for previously correctly signed data using the monitor’s secret key.
5) Pass on data packet.

The approach does not contain any obligation checking as the obligation checking is supposed to be done by monitoring systems itself.

E. Challenges

Some challenges watermarking monitors face:

1) The checksum replacement is ineffective when two applications exchange checksums unnoticed for the monitor. An API for comparing data might help.

2) Watermarkers might overwrite previously embedded, secret watermarks unintentionally, should look for these and use less interfering algorithms, while auditors should find ways to extrapolate information.

3) Watermarks can only comprise a finite amount of data. Therefore they must handle data capacity economically by using references instead of text descriptions.

4) Monitors should settle on a standard for indicating hidden watermarks that can effectively find and consider previous watermarkers of given data. One proposed tool for that process is keeping watermark metadata [24]. Simmhan et al. [25] mention how important it is to unify efforts onto a meta data standard for data provenance. And watermark based monitoring networks need such standards, too, for creating a more effective, interoperable monitor network.

5) The information in the watermarks and the auditor queries must be reasonably anonymized and comply to privacy laws and regulations. It might even be classified as data retention, which is still fiercely discussed in some jurisdictions.

6) Every additional watermark degrades data quality. Watermarking tests show that especially cascading watermarks that were made with similar algorithms were more disruptive than cascading watermarks that were made with different algorithms [10]. Thus, data consumers might have to request data from data owners more directly to minimize intermediate watermarkers. And watermarkers might have to use a variety of algorithms.

Solving such challenges and setting up a diverse network of watermarking monitors might yield a transparent and decentralized backtrace system that can even handle destroyed or compromised watermarkers and tunneled data.

V. Conclusion

Some usage controls monitors have already reached advanced policy checking capabilities and might in the near future become as common as firewalls. But both have limitations in detecting intentional data leaks. And that might be partly solved with watermarks as they can backtrack data for monitors. The rise of data storage capacity and communication bandwidth should fuel watermarking because of larger data capacities. A combination of usage control monitors with watermark based data provenance information might yield a more robust security system. One that even withstands most disasters and allows immediate integration of external services for faster disaster recovery.
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